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Chapterr 6 

Thee Queue-based Pat tern 

Youu are bound to be unhappy if you optimize everything. 

byby Donald Knuth. 

I nn parallel implementations, computational power is wasted because, at each iter-
ation,, only a small fraction of the processed pixels actually change values. This is 
evenn the case for the sequential pattern. Although it is more efficient for operator 

iterationss than the parallel pattern is. Apart from that, morphological image opera-
torss implemented this way, are often iterated several times to achieve stability, which 
makee them inefficient in practice. Therefore, reasonable solutions not only in the 
algorithmicc design but also in the implementational techniques are needed to tackle 
thee problem of efficiency. 

Algorithmss that incorporate image scanning techniques based on queues have been 
proposedd in the literature [8] [18] [21] [51] [63] [67] to overcome the implementation 
constraintss related to parallel and sequential implementations. Several algorithms 
forr the binary case have been also introduced using the queue-based approach in 
[58].. In addition, graph morphology using queues was addressed in [19] [20] [56] [57]. 
Queue-basedd algorithms take advantage of the fact that the image data are finite 
andd totally ordered. The algorithms guarantee that pixels that effectively contribute 
forr the output results are processed only once. Queue-based algorithms can also be 
treatedd as a specialization of sequential implementations where the scanning order is 
derivedd from a predefined ordering relationship on the pixel intensities. 

AA priority-based queue is accomplished by first placing all pixel addresses related 
withh a given intensity value into a large array of pixels. Then, a distributive procedure 
makess use of address calculations to get the frequency distribution of image intensities. 
Thiss method allows for breadth-first propagation at any pixel intensity with the use of 
aa single queue. Another alternative to the data structure relies on hierarchical queues 
[1]]  [3] [27] [65] which make use of a double ordering relation for every pixel in the 

*Thi ss chapter contains portions of papers that were published in the ISMM'98, ISMM'00, and 
ICPRICPR '00 conferences. 
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image.. Consequently, queue-based data structures improve significantly the efficiency 
off  morphological algorithms. 

Contourr processing algorithms for decomposable structuring elements are pro-
posedd in [51], which relies on some morphological set properties and queue-based 
dataa structures. A technique that uses not only the contour of object features but 
alsoo the contour of the structuring element was proposed in [60]. Object contours can 
alsoo be represented as chains and their computation can be achieved by repeatedly 
applicationss of a dilation [59]. This approach is very interesting since chains prevent 
non-desiredd multiple propagation in addition to having low computational complexity. 
However,, chains need to be broken in some parts of the object border, which means 
thatt the chain representation is sometimes inappropriate in contrast to a simple queue 
off  pixels. 

Anotherr queue-based approach for the development of morphological operators 
claimss to reach the same results obtained by the parallel and sequential implemen-
tationss with a different type of scanning by using a propagation from the object 
featuress to the rest of the image [55]. Other efficient methods, storing feature pixels 
inn the propagation wavefront in a dynamic list, have been proposed in [14] [36]. The 
propagationn is known since long as an iterative procedure until stability is reached. 
Propagationn implies that the action of the morphological operator is closely associated 
withh the notion of connectivity. Moreover, its action is based on a growing process, 
wheree the computation is based on the propagation of sets of pixels called markers 
throughh a mask image. Algorithms using this approach have been described by a 
numberr of authors in the literature leading to efficient implementations [34] [54]. 

Inn order to achieve the efficiency expected in terms of algorithmic implementa-
tions,, a new pattern needs to be introduced. Therefore, the problem statements 
discussedd in this chapter are: How the generic programming can be used to charac-
terizeterize morphological queue-based operators from its mathematical representation into 
practice?practice? In addition, Can a queue-based pattern be constructed in such a way to 
provideprovide the flexibility needed in terms of requirements for queue-based algorithms and 
governgovern their effective implementation? In the analysis, algorithmic implementations 
thatt make use of specialized architectures to implement queue-based algorithms are 
beyondd the scope of this thesis. The interested reader may find relevant information 
inn [4] [28] [29] [30] [33]. This chapter is restricted to algorithmic constructions that 
cann be implemented using sequential architectures. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: section 6.1 briefly discuss the general class 
off  algorithms that can be implemented using queue-based constructions. Common 
characteristicss of these algorithms are also described in order to provide a generic 
representationn for queue-based algorithms. Section 6.2 describes the wavefront prop-
agationn and its relationship with the write formalism in mathematical morphology. 
Thee queue-based pattern is the topic of section 6.3. Section 6.4 deals with examples 
off  morphological operators and operations constructed using a queue-based pattern. 
Thee examples covered in this section are contour processing, morphological recon-
struction,, and watersheds for grey-scale and color images. Section 6.5 refers to the 
implementationn aspects of the queue-based pattern. Finally, discussions and conclu-
sionss are drawn in section 6.6. 
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6.11 Queue-based Algorithms in Mathematical Mor-
phology y 

Efficientt algorithms in image processing are known to be designed and implemented 
usingg queue-based data structures. Several queue-based operators and operations 
havee been proposed in the literature leading to a large collection of applications, 
whichh are characterized as follows: 

contourr  processing methods: Contour processing methods were introduced in 
[21]]  [51] [53] [54] with applications for fast binary neighborhood operations in-
cludingg erosion, dilation, distance transforms, and skeletons. Other possible 
applicationss of contour processing methods like contour filling  and object label-
ingg become available by slightly modifications of the basic operations. 

Insteadd of using the pair forward/backward for sequential scannings, the or-
deredd propagation is used where the image pixels are considered by increasing 
distancee values. This method is achieved by bucket sorting with as many buck-
etss as possible distance values in [21]. An ordered propagation is used in [51], 
wheree all pixels in the propagation front are stored in a queue, but are only 
propagatedd if their value is below the current distance. In contrast with raster 
scanningg algorithms, the propagation uses a write formalism instead of a read 
formalismm used for sequential implementations in chapter 5. In the sequential 
method,, the basic operation is the updating of the value of one pixel based on 
thee information coming from several neighbors. In the propagation method, the 
basicc operation is the updating of all neighboring pixels based on the value of 
thee propagated pixel. The additional computational cost of the queue-based 
dataa structure needed to implement an ordered propagation is compensated be-
causee pixels are only updated once, when they get their final value. Ordered 
propagationn approaches this behavior because pixels are only propagated once. 
Thee computational complexity of the algorithms is ö(n x fc), where n is the 
numberr of contour elements to be processed and k is the number of pixels in 
thee neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

morphologicall  reconstruction: Reconstruction is a powerful morphological tool. 
Thee observation that the reconstruction operator could be implemented using 
designn techniques based on queues gave birth to another important application 
off  queue-based algorithms. With respect to binary images, reconstruction has 
beenn used to remove object features connected to the image border, hole filling, 
imagee labeling, skeleton pruning, and ultimate erosion to name a few [23] [47]. 
Otherr applications involving grey-scale images have been proposed by [58] [64] 
likee connected filtering, extrema detection, dome and basin extraction, minima 
imposition,, and hole filling . Operators like geodesic erosion, geodesic dilation, 
andd reconstruction are known to be the basis for several other morphological 
operatorss [23] and are often used in morphological image processing and image 
analysiss applications. 
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Morphologicall  reconstruction relies on geodesic morphology, which is well de-
scribedd in the literature [3] [12] [13] [39] [40] [47] [49] [63] [66]. Geodesic opera-
torss make use of two images ƒ and g with domains Df and Dg. These images 
aree termed marker and mask image respectively. When the geodesic dilation 
iss performed, the marker image is dilated by the structuring element and its 
resultt is constrained to the mask image. In this way, the mask image limits the 
propagationn of the dilation of the marker image. Queue-based data structures 
aree used in this process to speed up computations. The computational com-
plexityy of morphological reconstruction is equivalent to Ö(nxfe), where n is the 
numberr of elements in the queue-based data structure to be processed and k is 
thee number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

areaa opening and area closing: Area opening and area closing find its applica-
bilit yy in image filtering tasks and image segmentation [61]. Area opening and 
areaa closing are also used in the construction of more complex morphological 
operatorss [62]. An example is the morphological attribute openings and clos-
ings,, which are generalizations of the area opening and area closing, and allow 
filteringfiltering of images based on a wide variety of shape or size based criteria [5]. 

Inn image analysis, it is mandatory to remove unnecessary details before other 
operatorss (e.g. watersheds) can be applied. A simple morphological opening 
removee all features that is not big enough to contain the structuring element. 
Morphologicall  opening eliminates thin elongated features unless more special-
izedd filters are used. Furthermore, an opening filter distorts the boundary of the 
featuress it preserves. Area opening and area closing were proposed to cope with 
thiss problem. An area opening is a filter that removes all connected components 
withh area smaller than a specified parameter A from a binary image. Being a 
specializationn of an algebraic opening, this filter and its dual area-closing can be 
extendedd to grey-scale images by applying the binary filter successively on slices 
off  an image ƒ taken from higher threshold levels to lower threshold levels. Grey-
scalee area opening and closing make use of a structuring element that locally 
adaptss its shape to the image structures, yielding very nice filtering capabilities. 

I tt was proved in [61] that the area opening is equivalent to the supremum of 
morphologicall  openings with all the connected components (i.e. regional max-
ima)) with area greater or equal to A. This theorem has been used to construct 
efficientt algorithms for grey-scale area opening and area closing. These algo-
rithmss rely on the way pixels are computed with respect to a certain order that 
dependss on their both location and value. 

Thee data structure chosen for the design and implementation of these filters 
iss called a priority queue. Priority queues are efficient and have low memory 
usage.. The computational complexity of area opening and area closing is ö(n x 
k),k), where n is the number of regional maxima to be processed in the priority 
queuee and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity; ; 

dynamics::  The operator that computes the extrema using a contrast criterion, 
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calledd dynamics, was firstly proposed in [17]. Image dynamics is used to prevent 
oversegmentationn using watersheds in [31] [32] where it is implemented based 
onn morphological reconstruction. 

Extremaa are represented in grey-scale images by regions of uniform height whose 
neighboringg pixels have a strictly lower (maxima) or strictly higher (minima) 
height.. Using a geometrical interpretation for grey-scale images, minima are 
placedd at the bottom of valleys and maxima are placed at the top of domes. 
Extremaa detection is often used as preliminary step towards segmentation. Un-
fortunately,, minima and maxima detection are sensible to noise, leading to 
unreliablee results and providing littl e confidence to the marker selection step in 
thee segmentation process. Image dynamics is considered as an useful tool to 
solvee these problems. 

Imagee dynamics facilitates the selection of the minima with contrast informa-
tion.. It characterizes the structure containing the extrema but not the extrema 
itselff  or its catchment basin. One of the main advantages of dynamics is that it 
doess not consider the information regarding size or shape of the structures which 
meanss that these features are not needed to compute their contrast. Image dy-
namicss is usually computed by using flooding simulations [48] that employs 
queue-basedd data structures for its efficient design and implementation. The 
computationall  complexity of image dynamics is ö(n x k), where n is the num-
berr of pixels to be processed in the queue-based data structure and k is the 
numberr of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

levelings::  In complex image-segmentation problems, it is possible to use a com-
positionn of morphological transformations such as geodesic opening and closing 
operations,, in order to enhance marker selection. The composition of opening 
andd closing operations by morphological reconstruction may be considered as 
aa recently formalized technique, called levelings [25] [26]. The notion of level-
ingss starts from the combination of two special connected operators: monotone 
planingsplanings and flattenings. Applications involving marker selection like watersheds 
takee advantage that, after the levelings, an image has homogeneous regions (i.e. 
flatflat zones), and that the levelings can be applied to the original image at differ-
entt levels of simplification using any criterion like size, shape, or contrast. 

Levelingss are connected operators intended for the preliminary steps before wa-
tershedd segmentation. They enlarge flat zones, which might be used as markers 
forr the segmentation process. Levelings separate the image in two distinct el-
ementss called flat zones and transition zones. The computation of levelings 
extendss the initial flat zones but assures that transition zones are not displaced 
orr blurred. After detection and selection of flat zones, the most relevant ones 
servee as markers for the watershed, which determine the watershed lines in the 
transitionn zones. Furthermore, the levelings make the best use of knowledge 
basedd on image content, leading to more accurate watershed lines [41]. The 
computationall  complexity of levelings is equivalent to ö(n x k), where n is the 
numberr of elements in the queue-based data structure to be processed and k is 
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thee number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

fastt  inarchin g methods: A fast marching level set method is presented for mono-
tonicallyy advancing fronts, which leads to an extremely fast scheme for solving 
thee Eikonal equation [35] [45]. This technique has been applied to a wide col-
lectionn of problems, including construction of geodesies on surfaces, computer 
vision,, and shape-from-shading [43] [44]. Level set methods are numerical tech-
niquess for computing the position of propagating fronts. They rely on a par-
tiall  differential equation with initial value for a propagating level set function 
andd use techniques borrowed from hyperbolic conservation laws. Topological 
changes,, corner and cusp development, and accurate determination of geomet-
ricc properties such as curvature and normal direction are naturally obtained in 
thiss setting. 

Thee fast marching method algorithm is based on a convex, non-negative speed 
function.. Starting with an initial position for the front, the method uniformly 
marchess the front outwards one image pixel at a time, relying on entropy schemes 
too produce the correct viscosity solution. The main idea is to apply a heap 
dataa structure to systematically locate the proper pixels to update, so that one 
needd never backtrack over previously computed pixels. The resulting technique, 
whenn applied to an image containing n pixels, needs n log n steps to obtain the 
evolvingg time position of the front as it propagates through the image; 

watersheds::  One of the most useful methods among the mathematical morphology 
algorithmss is a watershed transform. It is the classical morphological method 
forr segmentation and has been used in several applications like medical imaging, 
robott vision, image sequences, and so forth [3] [66]. 

Thee idea of using the watershed method for image segmentation is that the 
watershedd of the surface tends to follow the high ground of the original image in 
termss of the intensity level. Therefore, finding the watershed of the magnitude 
off  the gradient of an image ensures these lines will follow the edges (or regions of 
highh ground) in the image. This achieves a useful result for image segmentation. 
Thee watershed of a surface of the image has several useful properties: the water-
shedd lines form closed and connected regions; there is no intersection between 
regions;; The union of these regions and the watershed lines separating them, 
makee the whole surface; each region contains a single regional extrema (usually 
minimum)) as a single point or region; and each regional extrema contains a 
singlee catchment basin. 

Thee watershed algorithm usually makes use of the morphological gradient as a 
startingg step for the segmentation [10] [27] [67] and is based on the existence of 
aa total ordering relation of pixels within the image. It is composed by two steps: 
initializationn step, and data driven propagation and utilizes a queue-based data 
structuress to speed up computations. The initialization process is responsible 
too select the pixels that will be used as the initial wavefront. The second step 
propagatess the initial wavefront according to the selected connectivity, yielding 
thee final segmentation made of catchment basins and watershed lines. The 
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computationall  complexity of the watershed algorithm is equivalent to Q(n x k), 
wheree n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to be 
processedd and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity; ; 

Thee algorithms previously described share a certain number of characteristics, 
whichh are listed in the following: 

 total orderin g relation: algorithms presume that the image data to be pro-
cessedd is totally ordered and finite. Every image pixel may contain additional 
informationn other than its pixel position and intensity, which might be used to 
orderr the image data; 

 queue-based data structure: algorithms utilize a queue-based data struc-
turee to speed up computations. Such queue-based structure contains only the 
relevantt pixels, which are needed to be processed. In other words, image pixels 
aree processed only once; 

 two-step algorithms: an algorithm contains two steps namely initialization 
andd data-driven propagation. The first step selects the pixels for the initial 
wavefront.. The second step propagates the wavefront based on the image data 
andd is bound to produce the result; 

 wavefront propagation: wavefront propagation implies that the action of 
thee morphological operator is closely associated with the notion of connectivity. 
Itt also implies that the action is based on a kind of growing process, where 
thee information is propagated through the image. The basic operation is the 
updatingg of all neighboring pixels based on the value of the propagated pixel; 

 iteratio n unti l stability : the data-driven propagation step after the initial-
izationn process assures that the algorithm will reach stability after a number of 
iterationss (governed by a while . .. do loop) or when a certain condition is met; 

 origi n included in the support: algorithms assume that the origin is in-
cludedd in the structuring element support, which is important because only 
anti-extensivee erosions and extensive dilations are considered. 

Nextt section makes use of these characteristics in such a way to provide a generic 
representationn for queue-based algorithms. 

6.22 A Generic Representation for Queue-based Al -
gorithms s 

Itt was discussed in section 6.1 that queue-based algorithms are constructed on a set 
orr restrictions and requirements, which are needed to achieve efficiency. This section 
concentratess in one the requirements namely the wavefront propagation since it is 
consideredd the basic building block for the design and implementation of efficient 
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queue-basedd algorithms. In addition, two generic representations for queue-based 
algorithmss are proposed as a step towards the queue-based pattern. 

Considerr the grey-scale dilation of the function ƒ shown in figure 6.1(a) with 
structuringg function g. Geometrically this can be interpreted as follows: at a certain 
positionn x, the mirrored structuring function g is lowered until it hits the function 
ƒ.. The origin of the structuring function sets the point on the dilated function. The 
erosionn is dually interpreted geometrically by raising the structuring function from 
below.. Another interpretation of the dilation is termed wavefront propagation and is 
representedd in figure 6.1(b). Any point x of the function ƒ can be interpreted as the 
sourcess for the initial wavefront equal to the function ƒ. The wavefront is moved to 
thee curve formed by taking the envelope of all individual wavefront contributors. 

Figur ee 6.1 Illustrating the geometrical interpretation of dilation: (a) hit property or 
readread formalism; (b) union of translates or write formalism. 

Thesee two interpretations are known in mathematical morphology as the hit prop-
ertyerty and the union of translates respectively. These interpretations are also known as 
readread and write formalisms. In the read formalism, the image information derived from 
alll  neighbors of a certain point is read and combined into a new value according to 
thee structuring function g. The write formalism distributes the information of a cer-
tainn point over all its neighbors. With respect to the morphological operator design, 
thee choice for either the read or write formalism leads to quite different algorithms 
andd implementations. Usually, the write formalism allows the careful selection of a 
restrictedd number of neighborhood points, reducing the number of points that need 
too be processed towards the operator result. This is because morphology is based on 
thee ordering of scalars. 

AA wavefront propagation interpretation implies that the action of the morpholog-
icall  operator is closely associated with the notion of connectivity. It also implies that 
thee action is based on a kind of growing process, where the information is propagated 
throughh the image. 

Thee method based on Huygen's principle for wavefront propagation states that the 
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wavefrontt at time t + At is the envelope of propagation at time At of waves initiated 
att the wavefront at time t. It should be noted that the main idea of wavefront 
propagationn implies that all points on the wavefront act like point sources. The 
envelopee of all infinitesimal wavefronts emanating from all those individual points 
formss the macroscopic wavefront. Observe that the morphological selection of extrema 
correspondss with this natural selection of the envelope wavefront. 

Soo far, the discussion is focused on the application of wavefront propagation in 
mathematicall  morphology. Indeed, there are two generic design structures for the 
queue-basedd algorithms [33]. These structures are characterized by whether the data-
drivenn propagation is embedded or not in the initialization step. 

Thee case of queue-based algorithms are shown in figure 6.2 and 6.3. Morphological 
applicationss related to the algorithm in figure 6.2 are: contour processing methods, 
morphologicall  reconstruction, area opening and area closing, dynamics, levelings, fast 
marchingg methods, and watersheds. Connectivity analysis and extrema detection are 
applicationss related to the algorithm in figure 6.3. 

Figur ee 6.2 Queue-based algorithm showing a generic representation of the wavefront 
propagation.. Note that the algorithm includes two steps: an initialization and a data-
drivenn propagation. 

Initialization : : 

forr  all (pixel p € Df) do 
iff  (condition 1) then 

q.enq{f(p),p) q.enq{f(p),p) 

endd if 
endd for 
Data-drivenn Propagation 
whilee (l(q-empty()) do 

pp = q.deqQ 
forr  all (p' e N{p)) do 

ifif  (condition2) then 

regionn settings 
q.enq(f(p'),p') q.enq(f(p'),p') 

endd if 
endd for 

endd while 

Thiss section described the wavefront propagation interpretation and its relation-
shipp with the write formalism in mathematical morphology. Two possible represen-
tationss for the queue-based algorithm were introduced in order to provide efficient 
implementationss using the wavefront propagation. 

Thee following section deals with the queue-based pattern established on the generic 
representationn of queue-based algorithms. 
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Figur ee 6.3 Queue-based algorithm showing an alternative generic representation of 
thee wavefront propagation. Note that the data-driven propagation is mixed in the 
initializationn step. 

forr  all (pixel p 6 Df) do 
iff  (conditionl) then 

q.cnq{f{p).p) q.cnq{f{p).p) 

whil ee (\(q.empty{)) do 
l>l>  = q.deq() 
forr  all (p' e N{p)) do 

iff  (conditioii2) then 

regionn settings 
q.enq{f(p'),p') q.enq{f(p'),p') 

endd if 
endd for 

endd whil e 
endd if 

endd for 

6.33 The Queue-based Pattern 

Morphologicall  operator design must comply with the complete lattice framework the-
ory,, i.e. algorithmic implementations must be tied to the generic pattern represen-
tationn that includes the iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. Iterators in 
thee generic representation for queue-based algorithms are highly influenced by the 
queue-basedd data structures used in the wavefront propagation since these structures 
providee a mechanism to control the scanning order of pixels in the image. This sec-
tionn gives an overview of common queue-based data structures like ordinary queues, 
priorityy queues and hierarchical queues. Later, the iterator is combined with the pixel 
latticee and the adjunction, producing the queue-based pattern. 

6.3.11 The Influence of Data Structures 

Queuess are FIFO(first in-first out) data structures, which means that image pixels, 
whichh are first stored in the queue are the first to be extracted. In practice, an 
ordinaryy queue is a simple array of image pixels, which provides the queue interface 
shownn in table 6.1. 

Queuess are often used in the implementation of efficient and reliable morphological 
imagee operators [58] [63]. Items stored in the queue are pixel addresses or pixel values, 
butt the queue must be able to handle other features according to the implementation. 
Thee size of the queue can be fixed [51] or be controlled dynamically [47]. 

Likee a stack or a queue, a priority queue is a homogeneous data structure of 
variablee size, initially empty, but allowing the insertion and extraction of elements 
duringg the execution of a program. But wThereas in a stack or queue it is the nature 
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Tablee 6.1 An ordinary queue interface. 

Method d 

QQ q; 
q .enq(k); ; 
q .deqOO ; 
q.empty(); ; 

Description n 
queuee constructor. 
putss the k on the queue. 
getss k from the queue. 
checkss whether there are items on the queue. 

off  the data structure itself that determines which element is available for extraction 
att any given time, in a priority queue each element carries a value by which the 
extractionn order is determined: an element cannot leave a priority queue until after 
alll  the elements of greater priority have been extracted. 

AA priority queue of objects is constructed which every object has its pixel's address 
andd a set of keys (ki, &2,..., kn) that is sorted using the lexicographical ordering. 
Ann ordered pair (fcijfo) is lexicographically less than (k[,k'2) if either k\ < k[ or 
k\k\ = k[ and &2 < k'2 [68]. Lexicographical ordering can be used with many keys in a 
straightforwardd manner. A priority queue interface is specified in table 6.2. 

Tablee 6.2 A priority queue interface. 

Method d 
PQQ q; 
q.enq(fci,fc2,. . 
q.deqOO ; 
q.empty(); ; 

 ) > 

Description n 
priorityy queue constructor. 
putss the tuple (ki,k2,...,kn) on the queue. 
getss a tuple (fci, /c2,..., kn) from the queue. 
checkss whether there are items on the queue. 

Theree are various ways to implement priority queues. The easiest one is to use 
linkedd lists, consistently keeping the elements in the list in order of descending priority. 
AA faster approach is to store the data in binary trees, with an ordering property 
imposedd to make sure that the highest-priority element is always easily accessible. 
Thee appropriate ordering property is that the element stored at any node of the 
binaryy tree should have a priority greater than or equal to that of any element stored 
inn either one of its subtrees. A binary tree that has this property is called a heap. 

Hierarchicall  queues are relatively new data structures for algorithm design and 
implementationn and constitute an excellent tool for efficient computations in mathe-
maticall  morphology. They provide a mechanism to control the scanning order of the 
pixels.. It is made in such a way that every pixel is treated only once, at the very 
momentt when its neighborhood is sufficiently well known to determine its value. 

AA hierarchical queue is an assembly of FIFO queues (xi < Xi+i)  that are charac-
terizedd by an ordering relation Q{. Therefore, hierarchical queues impose a double 
orderingg relation on its elements. The first ordering is given by the FIFO queue and 
iss controlled by the time of insertion. The second ordering is given by what is called 
thee priority of the queue Q{. For instance, a lower index i implies a higher priority. 
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AA pixel element can be put in the hierarchical queue at any priority, i.e. in any queue 
Qj.Qj. Insertion is manual process while extraction is automatic: First, the non-empty 
queuee with the highest priority is considered and their elements extracted according 
too their input order. An element from queue Qi can be retrieved only if all queues 
QiQi < Qj are empty. Once the highest priority queue is emptied, the next lower queue 
iss considered. The process is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 

F iguree 6.4 Illustration of hierarchical queue: the image is scanned and their pixels 
aree put in their respective queues, initializing the hierarchical queue. The highest 
priorityy is 6, the lowest is 3. Extraction starts with the highest non-empty queue, 
thuss at pixel 3. Once the queue is empty, the process continues with queue two and 
soo on, until all the queues are empty. Note that it is possible to reinsert elements into 
thee hierarchical queue when others have already been extracted. 

Fromm a computational point of view, hierarchical queues are very efficient. They 
actuallyy do not contain a copy of the pixel element but the address of the pixel 
element.. The operation of retrieving the pixel address from the hierarchical queue 
locatess at the same time the address pointer to the correct placement in the image. 

Ann evaluation of priority queues for mathematical morphology was conducted in 
[6].. It was observed that a hierarchical queue implementation is faster than any other 
dataa structure. However, a hierarchical queue is an impracticable implementation 
forr images which pixel intensity values are greater than 4096, or for floating point 
values.. To overcome this problem, a hybrid data structure consisting of a modified 
binaryy tree of FIFO queues organized in a similar manner to the hierarchical queue 
wass proposed. This structure has low memory overhead that makes it one of the 
fastestt data structures and well suited for the implementation of morphological image 
operators. . 

Unfortunately,, such a hybrid data structure is very specific and is not part of the 
sett of containers provided by the Standard Template Library STL. Since STL template 
classs provides an efficient encapsulation of a priority queues based on heaps, it seems 
reasonablee to use it as a generic data structure for the queue-based pattern. The 
detailss of both heap management and container support are provided in a transparent 
manner.. Having this class available as part of the C++ standard library gives software 
developerss involved with mathematical morphology a powerful tool for algorithmic 
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design. . 

6.3.22 Building the Queue-based Pattern 

Thee generic representation for queue-based algorithms given in figures 6.2 and 6.3 
containn elementary information that needs to be described in order to make the queue-
basedd pattern. As for the parallel and sequential pattern, the queue-based pattern 
reliess on the generic pattern representation and includes the following elements: 

 iterator : an iterator is a fundamental structure that abstracts the process of 
movingg through a finite set of elements. Iterators in the generic representa-
tionn for queue-based algorithms are highly influenced by the queue-based data 
structuress used in the wavefront propagation since these structures provide a 
mechanismm to control the scanning order of pixels in the image. A priority queue 
iss the data structure chosen for this pattern; 

 pixel lattice: the pixel lattice C includes, among other elements like those that 
thee value set V and the ordering <, the notions of the supremum operator V and 
infimumm operator f\ working on subsets of V. The largest of all elements in V is 
calledd lattice supremum, denoted as \ /£ while the smallest of all elements in V 
iss called lattice infimum, denoted as /\c. All these elements must be explicitly 
definedd by C = (V,<,\J, A, V ^ A J; 

 adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A = (N) since algorithms us-
ingg the wavefront propagation interpretation are extensions of flat morphology, 
usingg flat and symmetric structuring elements. Note that N specifies the con-
nectivity,, i.e. the number of pixels needed in neighborhood operations for every 
pixell  in the priority queue. 

Justt like the parallel and sequential pattern, these three elements form the building 
blockk representation of the generic queue-based pattern. The computational com-
plexityy of algorithms using a queue-based pattern is linear with the number of pixels 
putt in the priority queue, which is responsible for the data-driven propagation. 

Itt was discussed in this section that a priority queue structure can be efficiently 
usedd to handle the ordering step if a morphological operator can be treated as a 
wavefrontt propagation from initial points inside a set of points sharing some features 
basedd on the connectivity rules. 

6.44 Case Studies 

Thiss section deals with examples of morphological operators and operations con-
structedd using a queue-based pattern. The examples covered are contour processing, 
morphologicall  reconstruction, and watersheds for grey-scale and color images. 
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6.4.11 Contour Processing Operations 

Thee contour processing approach was introduced in mathematical morphology in [18] 
[21]]  [51]. Given a binary image A\ it is processed using a raster scanning order 
andd transit ions from white (background) to black (foreground) are detected. Pixels 
belongingg to the contour of A \ denoted by d(X), are then stored in a simple queue, 
whichh contains their coordinates and other additional information like pixel intensity. 

Applicationn dependent speed-ups can be achieved when dealing with small decom-
posedd structur ing elements (such as 3 x 3 square-shaped or 8-conneeted neighborhood, 
andd 3 x 3 diamond-shaped or 4-connected neighborhood). In fact, when a dilation 
iss i terated, only the pixels belonging to the external contour of binary objects are 
involved:: the list of these pixels can be obtained easily from the previous iteration, 
increasingg the overall performances by applying the dilation only to border pixels. 

Efficientt implementat ions for dilations can also be obtained by following that A' cp 
-44 = A' \J(d(X):A). This is valid for any connected structuring element that contains 
thee origin. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the original algorithms proposed in [51] for the 
erosionn and dilation algorithms based on contour processing respectively. 

F i g u r ee 6.5 A queue-based algorithm representation using the contour processing 
methodd for the erosion. 
Note(s )::  ƒ - input image; ql,q2 - auxiliary queues, N(p) - neighborhood of p. 

Queuee Initialization : 
borderborder = Ü 
QQ ql.q2 
forr  all (pixel p € Df) do 

iff  (f(p)]  = ü and (3(p) £ N(p) : ƒ(//) == 0)) t hen 
q\.enq{p) q\.enq{p) 

endd if 
endd for 
forr  all (pixel p £ ql) do 

f(p)f(p) = Ü 
endd for 

Propagation: : 
whi l ee (\(ql.empty())) do 

pp = q\.deq{) 
forr  all (pixel p £ q\) do 

forr  all (p' e {N{p)nDf)) do 
i ff  (f(p') = = 1) then 

f(p')f(p') = 0 
q2.enq{p) q2.enq{p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd for 
qlql = ql 

endd whil e 
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F igu r ee 6.6 A queue-based algorithm representation using the contour processing 
methodd for the dilation. 
Note(s)::  ƒ - input image; q\,q2 - auxiliary queues, N(p) - neighborhood of p. 

Queuee Initialization : 
borderborder — 1 
QQ ql,q2 
forr  all (pixel p € Df) do 

iff  (ƒ(/>)! = 0 and (3(p') € N(p) : f(p') ==  0)) t hen 
ql.enq(p) ql.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 
forr  all (pixel p (E ql) do 

forr  all (p' e (JV(p)nZ?/)) do 
iff  (f(p') ==  0) then 

Sip')Sip') = i 
q2.enq(p) q2.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd for 

Propagation: : 
whil ee (!(gl.empty())) do 

pp = ql.deq() 
forr  all (pixel p € gl) do 

forr  all {p' e (N{p) n £>/)) do 
iff  (/(p' ) == 0) then 

fip')fip') = 1 
g2.eng(p) ) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd for 
q\q\ = q2 

endd whil e 

Thee queue-based pat tern for the contour processing is given as follows: 

 i terator : i terators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagation since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off  pixels in the image; 

 p ixel lat t ice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 

,V)A 'V/ ; >> Az;)- For instance: 

££ = ([0,1],<,\/)A' 1' 0) 

 ad junct ion : the adjunction is represented by A = (N). Erosions and dilations 
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aree given by: 

y£N(x) y£N(x) 

mix)mix) = V {ƒ(</)}  (6.2) 

Thee computational complexity of the algorithms is O(nxk). where n is the number 
off  contour elements to be processed and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood 
withh respect to the connectivity. 

6.4.22 Morphological Reconstruct ion 

Manyy algorithms have been proposed in the literature for image segmentation, but 
justt a few have shown widespread applicability. One method that often guides the 
segmentationn process within mathematical morphology is morphological reconstruc-
tion.. This algorithm takes a segmentation that has too many small regions and uses 
aa heuristic evaluation function to combine regions with low local contrast. This con-
trastt measure is computed as a function of the minimum-edge height values of regions 
andd their boundaries. Thresholding the contrast measure at different levels produces 
segmentationss at various scales of detail [47]. For the sake of completeness, both 
morphologicall  reconstruction and its dual reconstruction definitions are repeated in 
thiss section. The reader may refer to chapter 5 for geodesic erosion and dilation 
definitions. . 

Definitio nn 32 (Morphological Reconstruction) The reconstruction by dilation 
ofof a mask image g from a marker image ƒ (Df — Dg and ƒ < g) is defined as the 
geodesicgeodesic dilation of ƒ with respect to g until stability is reached and is denoted by 
'p'p99U): U): 

PPSS(f)(f)  = V w (6-3) 
n>l l 

Definitio nn 33 (Dual Morphological Reconstruction) The dual reconstruction 
oror reconstruction by erosion of a mask image g from a marker image f (Df = Dg 

andand ƒ > g) is defined as the geodesic erosion of ƒ with respect to g until stability is 
reachedreached and is denoted by p*g{f)' 

PW)PW) = A£9(f) (6-4) 
n>l l 

Whenn dealing with binary semantics, a morphological reconstruction is easily ob-
tainedd by applying the wavefront propagation interpretation along with a queue-based 
dataa structure. In such case, it works like contour processing algorithms since pixels 
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belongingg to the contour(i.e. the marker image) are put in the queue in the initial-
izationn process. A second step is the data-driven propagation, where these pixels 
aree propagated according to their connected components. The algorithm for binary 
reconstructionn using a queue-based pattern is given in figure 6.7. 

Figur ee 6.7 Binary reconstruction algorithm using a queue-based pattern. 
Note(s)::  g - binary mask image, ƒ - binary marker image, ƒ C g. The result is given in f. 

Initialization : : 
forr  all (pixel p € Dg) do 

iff  ((/(p) == 1) and ( 3q e N(p) \ f(q) == 0) and (g(p) ==  1)) then 
q.enq{p) q.enq{p) 

endd if 
endd for 

Data-drivenn Propagation: 
whil ee (l(q.empty()) do 

pp = q.deqQ 
forr  all (q G N{p)) do 

iff  ((ƒ(<?) == 0) and (g(q) ==  1)) then 
f(q)f(q) = 1 
q.enqip) q.enqip) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd while 

Itt was shown in [3] [66] that the extension to grey-scale semantics can be achieved 
inn a similar manner. Instead of propagating the contours of feature objects, propa-
gationn starts from the regional maxima of the image. The grey-scale reconstruction 
algorithmm using a queue-based pattern is given in figure 6.8. 

Imagee extrema are often used for locating the structures present in an image. 
Theirr extraction as well as selection is a classical image segmentation pre-processing 
problem.. A powerful morphological tool for selecting significant extrema is the re-
constructionn or its dual representation described previously [22] [23]. The extension 
off  extrema detection by reconstruction leads to two other connected operators called 
domedome and basin detection, which are significantly used in the process of morphological 
segmentationn [58] [63] [64]. 

InIn order to obtain the regional maxima of a grey-scale image ƒ, one needs only 
too observe that the marker image containing its regional maxima, can be achieved by 
ƒƒ - py(/ - 1). By replacing the value 1 in the previous formula by a given height h, 
onee gets an easy way to extract domes, called h-dome. The /i-dome of an image ƒ is 
givenn by Dh(f) = ƒ - p/{f - h). Dual representations for regional minima and basin 
detectionn can be obtained straightforwardly. 

Thee use of connected operators like dome and basin extraction leads to signif-
icantlyy improvements in the selection of markers since it reduces oversegmentation 
andd consequently enhances marker-driven morphological segmentation. However, h~ 
domee and /i-basin operators only extract light structures based on height h and does 
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F i g u r ee 6.8 Grey-scale reconstruction algorithm using a queue-based pattern. 
No te ( s ):: g - grey-scale mask image, ƒ - grey-scale marker image (regional maxima), ƒ C g. 

TheThe result is given in f. 
Initialization : : 
forr  all (pixel p 6 Ds) do 

i ff  ((ƒ(/>)' = 0) and ( 3q e N(p) | f(q) ==  0)) then 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

e ndd if 
endd for 

Data-dr ivenn Propagation: 
whi l ee (\(q.empty()) do 

pp = q.deq{) 
forr  all (q € N(p)) do 

iff  ((ƒ(<?) < f(p)) and (g(q)l = f(q))) t h en 
f{q)f{q) = min(f(p),g(q)) 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd whil e 

nott involve any kind of size or shape criterion, which might be useful to set markers 
forr efficiënt segmentat ion. Indeed, a drawback of this technique is that minima and 
max imaa are processed independently. 

Anotherr approach to grey-scale morphological reconstruction is the so-called hy-
bridd implementat ion [12] [64] [66]. Although this approach mix both parts from the 
sequentiall  and queue-based pattern in the design and implementation, it can not be 
consideredd a new pat tern per se since the only visible changes are handled in the 
init ializationn step of the queue-based pat tern. This algorithm proved to be more ef-
ficientt than any other algori thm for grey-scale reconstruction since it uses both the 
advantagess held by the sequential and queue-based pattern. The hybrid grey-scale 
reconstruct ionn algori thm using a queue-based pat tern is given in figure 6.9. 

Thee queue-based pat tern for the morphological reconstruction is given as follows: 

 i terator : i terators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagation since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off  pixels in the image; 

 p i xel la t t ice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 
>> V> Ai Vc> A r ) - F ° r binary and grey-scale reconstruction, the pixel lattice 
iss given by: 

-cc = ( [o, i ] ,<,V>A' 1 ' ° ) 

££ = ([0,255],<,\/, A' 255'° ) 
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F igu r ee 6.9 Hybrid grey-scale reconstruction algorithm implementing a queue-based 
pat tern. . 

Note(s)::  g - grey-scale mask image, f - grey-scale marker image (regional maxima), ƒ C g. 
TheThe result is given in f. 
Initialization : : 
Forwar dd Scan 
forr  all (pixel p G Dg) do 

forr  all {pixel q € {N/(p) U p) do 
f(p)f(p) = min{g(p),max(f(q))) 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel p € Dg) do 

forr  all (pixel q E (Nb(p) Up) do 
f(p)f(p) = min(g{p),max(f(q))) 

endd for 
endd for 

i ff  ( 3q G Nb(p) | ((ƒ(</) < f(p)) and (ƒ(<?) < g(q)))) then 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

endd if 

Data-drivenn Propagation: 
whil ee (\(q.empty()) do 

VV = Q-deqi) 
forr  all (q e N(p)) do 

i ff  ((ƒ(<?) < ƒ(/>)) and (g(q)l = f(q))) then 
f(q)f(q) = min(f(p),g(q)) 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd whil e 

 ad junct ion : the adjunction is represented by A = (N). Erosions and dilations 
aree given by: 

(e/K*)) - A {/(»)} (6-5) 
yEN(x) yEN(x) 

(Sf)(x)(Sf)(x) = V {/(»)> (6-6) 
yeN{x) yeN{x) 

Thee computat ional complexity of morphological reconstruction is equivalent to 
ö(nö(n x fc), where n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to 
bee processed and A; is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity. . 
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6.4.33 Watershed Segmentation 
Watershedd analysis has proven to be a powerful tool for many image segmentation 
problems.. In the flooding scheme [48]. water slowly rises within the topographic 
surfacee represented by an image, so thatt all points below water level are immersed. 
Holess are punched in the regional minima and the topography is flooded from be-
low.. As the water rises, more surface minima are pierced, which in turn starts more 
catchmentt basins. The catchment basins expand as the water rises and floods more 
points.. When two floods from different catchment basins meet, a dam is built at these 
pointss to prevent the catchment basins from merging. After the surface is completely 
flooded,flooded, only the tops of the dams are visible and are treated as dividing lines. These 
watershedd lines separate the surface into catchment basins [2] [3] [66]. 

Thee important point of morphological segmentation using watersheds is that the 
dividingg lines (watersheds) of the surface tend to follow the high ground of the original 
imagee in terms of the intensity level. Therefore, finding the watershed of the magni-
tudee of the gradient of an image ensure these lines will follow the edges (or regions of 
highh ground) in the image, thus achieving a useful result for image segmentation. The 
watershedd of an image has several useful properties as follows: watershed lines form 
closedd and connected regions, the intersection of these regions is null, union of these 
regionss and the watershed lines separating them makes the whole image, each region 
containss a single regional extrema (usually minimum) as a single point or region, and 
eachh regional extrema contains a single catchment basin. 

Fourr strategies that can improve the accuracy of morphological segmentation are: 

 apply marker-based watershed approaches to avoid oversegmentation and set 
logicall  criteria for marker validity; 

 use data-driven propagation from markers based on chamfer metric and/or 
geodesicc distances to avoid non-minima plateaus; 

 employ ordered-queues to speed up computations; 

 use color to assist in segmenting multi-colored features. 

Inn the following, two examples on the application of the queue-based pattern to 
thee watershed segmentation will be explained in detail. 

6.4.3.11 Watersheds on Grey-scale Images 

Twoo steps can compose the bare-bones watershed implementation: initialization step, 
andd data driven propagation. Its algorithmic representation is given in figure 6.10. 
Similarr versions of this algorithm can be found in [3] [10] [31] [32] [34] [37]. 

Thee data structure employed is a priority queue which means that a method 
q.deqOO returns the element from the queue that has minimal grey-scale. Apart from 
itss well-defined structure, this algorithm has some drawbacks as follows: 

 catchment basins are obtained. Although the watersheds themselves are read-
ilyy computed from the catchment basins, it would rather that the watershed 
algorithmm offers at least the possibility to compute the watershed lines directly; 
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 in case there are several object tuples on the queue with the same grey-scale and 
associatedd positions (i.e. there is a plateau in the image), the algorithm in figure 
6.100 does not specify in what order the pixels on the plateau are processed. It 
wouldd be better to process these pixels in accordance with the distance from 
thee regional extremum they belong to [3] [32]. 

Figur ee 6.10 A Watershed algorithm for grey-scale images implementing a queue-
basedd pattern. 

Initialization : : 
PQPQ Q 
forr  all (pixel p € D/) do 

iff  (M(p)\ = 0 and( 3{p') € N(p) : M(p') == 0)) then 
q.enq(f(p),p) q.enq(f(p),p) 

endd if 
endd for 
Data-drivenn Propagation 
whil ee (\(q.empty()) do 

pp = q.deq() 
forr  all (p' e (N(p) D Df)) do 

iff  (M(p') ==  0) then 
M(p')M(p') = M(p) 
q.enq{f{p'),p') q.enq{f{p'),p') 

endd if 
endd for 

endd while 

Too be able to mark the contours of the catchment basins explicitly, the basic 
algorithmm in figure 6.10 must be extended as shown in figure 6.11. The extension of 
thiss algorithm is potentially time consuming since for each pixel p, all neighbors p' 
mustt be checked as well as p' neighbors p". This increases the number of pixels to be 
takenn into account from 9 to 81. 

However,, the number of pixels to be checked can be reduced significantly. Coming 
fromm pixel p that is labeled with M = M(p), the next step is to label p' with M 
ass well. However, this can done only in case this new pixel p' is not connected to a 
pixell  with a label unequal to M. Since p, p' and p" are connected within a 3 x 3 
neighborhoodd and all pixels in the 3 x 3 neighborhood of p are known to be unlabeled 
orr with label M, one does not have to check all pixels. So, the pixels in N(p) do not 
havee to be taken into account when looking for the pixels p" in the neighborhood of 
N(p').N(p'). With this optimization, the complexity is reduced from 81 to at most 45 or 
366 on average. This optimization is achieved in figure 6.11 by changing line: 

iff  ( 3(p") € N{p') : M(p")l = M{p)) 

by y 

i ff  ( 3(p") e (N(p') \ N(p)) : M{p")\ = M{p)). 
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F igu r ee 6.11 An enhanced watershed algorithm for grey-scale images using a queue-

basedd pat tern. 

Initialization : : 

PQPQ q 
forr  all (pixel p £ Df) do 

iff  (M(p)l = 0 and( 3(p') <E N(p) 
q.enq(f{p),p) q.enq(f{p),p) 

endd if 
endd for 
Data-drivenn Propagat ion 
whil ee (l(q.emptyQ) do 

p^q.deq{) p^q.deq{) 
forr  all (p'  e (N(p)nDf)) do 

iff  (M(p') = = 0) then 
i ff  ( 3(P")£N(p>):M(p")\ 

M(p')M(p') = WSHED 
else e 

M(p')M(p') = M(p) 
q.enq(f(p'),p') q.enq(f(p'),p') 

endd if 
endd if 

endd for 
endd whil e 

Thee queue-based pat tern for watersheds when applied to grey-scale images, is 

givenn as follows: 

 i terator : i terators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagat ion since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off  pixels in the image; 

 p ixel la t t i ce: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 

,, V, A ' V/2' A/;) - For instance: 

££ = ([0,255], < , \ / , / \ , 255,0) 

 ad junc t ion : the adjunction is represented by A = {N). Erosions and dilations 

aree given by: 

(ef)(x)(ef)(x) = f\ {f(y}}  (6.7) 
yeN(x) yeN(x) 

w)(* )) = V {ƒ(*) }  (6-8> 
y£N{x) y£N{x) 

Thee computat ional complexity of the watershed algorithm is equivalent to ö{n x 
k),k), where n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to be pro-
cessedd and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connec-
tivity . . 

M{p')M{p') = = 0 )) then 

M(p))M(p)) then 
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6.4.3.22 Watersheds on Color  Images 

Multi-channell  morphological processing has been the subject of extensive research 
duringg the last years, due to its importance to color segmentation. With the expanding 
usee of color in such areas like multimedia applications, cartography, biomedicine, and 
advertisement,, the interest on the color perception and computation has been growing 
rapidlyy [9] [52]. 

Thee segmentation task this problem presents to mathematical morphology is far 
fromm easy. Indeed, the conventional morphological segmentation technique is the 
watershedd transform. However, watershed is intrinsically a grey-scale transformation, 
withh its applicability depending on the existence of an ordering relation on pixel 
valuess [24] [46] . By defining an ordering relation that induces a lattice structure on 
thee image, one can extend mathematical morphology to color images and therefore, 
too the watershed segmentation. 

Thee important point to extend mathematical morphology to color images is to 
definee a vectorial ordering relation that induces a lattice structure on the data. An 
extensionn from grey-scale to color morphology have been introduced in [7] [50], fol-
lowingg the idea of adjunctions and h-ad]unctions [16]. In the RGB distribution, the 
majorityy of bins are found empty, but non-empty bins contain the frequency of map-
pingg number. Due to image formation process, noise, etc, it is necessary to pre-process 
thee initial mapping, in order to remove the bins originated from noisy pixels. This is 
donee by performing a morphological opening to the scatter plot distribution, i.e. a 
three-dimensionall  opening, with a disk-shaped structuring element g. The remaining 
binss in the filtered distribution correspond to the peaks of the histogram. Whether 
thee thresholded peaks are merged or not are dependent on the filtering process. This 
processs is governed by the structuring element size and neighborhood connectivity. 
Thee number of corresponding pixels in the image for every color in the data distri-
butionn is counted, and this information is displayed as spheres with different radius 
proportionall  to the number of pixels [69]. Figure 6.12(a) shows the test image. Its 
densityy information based on RGB histograms is shown in figure 6.12(b) and (c). 

Severall  edge detectors have been developed in morphological image processing. 
Thiss section concentrates on the classical morphological gradient defined by V( / ) = 
SSgg(f)(f) — £9{f). It is clear that the gradient magnitude is influenced by the size and 
shapee of the structuring function g. 

Sincee the gradient is used at the basis of the general approach to watershed seg-
mentation,, it is of primary importance to compute it properly. However, this gradient 
iss inappropriate because when large structuring functions are employed, edges that 
aree close to each other may be merged by smoothing and may be detected as only 
onee single edge. On the other hand, small structuring functions result in too many 
noisee points due to insufficient averaging and low intensity edges. Unfortunately, us-
ingg gradients cannot solve this problem by erosion or dilation because they produce 
biasedd results depending on the brightness of the region. 

InIn order to deal with these problems, a color multi-scale approach to the morpho-
logicall  gradient was proposed in [11]. The color multi-scale gradient in equation 6.9 
allowss enhancing the real boundaries, which exist in each scale, compared to bound-
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Figur ee 6.12 Selecting the most appropriate vectorial ordering based on a priori 
knowledgee derived from scatter plot distributions made with RGB histograms: input 
imagee (a), filtered density distribution in the RGB space with RGB lexicographical order 
(b),, and data distribution using spheres (c). 

(a)) (b) (c) 

ariess that are present in one scale only. Moreover, due to the averaging operation, it 
iss more robust to noise caused by scaling. 

GsU)GsU) = i I ^(^(/))-2 £s,(/) + M4(/)) (6-9) 
i—0,scale i—0,scale 

Thee watershed transform usually makes use of the morphological gradient as a 
startingg step for the segmentation [27] [67] and is based on the existence of a total or-
deringg relation embedded in the complete lattice. Since such a relation does not exist 
inn color space, the watershed transform is not applicable immediately. One should 
considerr experimenting particular approaches in order to understand its advantages 
andd drawbacks. Many techniques could be employed to exploit the idea of watersheds 
too color image segmentation [38]. Different techniques may produce different water-
shedd lines and catchment basins. This section is restricted to the techniques shown 
inn figure 6.13. 

Thee first two techniques in figure 6.13(a) and (b) start by splitting of the color 
channelss followed by an image filtering. Every channel is filtered to make easier the 
imagee segmentation. Morphological filters are used for this task. These filters remove 
regionss that are smaller than a given size but preserve the contours of the remaining 
objectss [42]. Subsequently, depending on the order in which the combination of the 
channelss is performed, the gradient of the filtered image is approximated by the use 
off  a morphological gradient operator. After this step, the gradient is used as an 
inputt to the marker selection for the watershed algorithm to partition an image into 
homogeneouss regions. 

Thee third technique in figure 6.13(c) follows almost the same steps described in the 
previouss approaches (i.e. image filtering, morphological gradient, marker selection, 
andd watersheds). The novelty of this technique is that, despite of splitting color 
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channels,, it makes use of color morphology for image filtering and for the multi-scale 
gradient. . 

Figur ee 6.13 Watershed approaches for morphological segmentation of color images. 

Thee generic marker-based watershed algorithm used in this paper is established 
onn the wavefront propagation interpretation suggested in [10] [37]. The algorithm can 
bee applied to different image types and makes use of a priority queue to speed up the 
propagationn step. 

Too set up the marker image for the propagation step, the valley detection algorithm 
iss employed, which is based on the reconstruction operator proposed by [64]. To 
extractt valleys with contrast greater than a height value h of an image I, it suffices 
too reconstruct / from 14- h. By algebraic difference between I and the reconstructed 
function,, one gets the desired image without valleys (i.e. the marker image). The 
imagee produced by the valley removal step is subjected to the combination of channels 
beforee a regional minimum detection is applied. 

Experimentall  results described in this section have been partially obtained using 
nunorph,, a novel morphological library for Matlab (http://www.mmorph.com). With-
outt loss of generality, the color model chosen was the classical RGB despite of color 
correlation.. Nevertheless, other color models for color segmentation and recognition 
couldd be used [15]. Results are shown in figure 6.14. The evaluation criterion chosen 
wass to preserve the majority of important edges and reduce the number of remaining 
segments. . 

Thee queue-based pattern for watersheds when applied to color images, is given as 
follows: : 

 iterator : iterators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagation since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off  pixels in the image; 

 pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by £ = (V,< 

http://www.mmorph.com
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Figur ee 6.14 Watershed results for color images using a queue-based pattern repre-
sentation:: figure (a) shows the watershed result on top of the original image when 
thee color image is splitted in its own channels. The height h was set to 20 for the 
markerr selection. Figure (b),(c) and (d) show the watershed results on top of the 
originall  image without splitting the color channels. The scale s and height h were set 
too [3,20],[4,20] and [5,20] respectively. 

,, V) A>\Ac> Ac)- For instance: 

CC = (([0,255], [0,255], [0,255]), <, \ / , / \ , [255,255, 255], [0,0,0]) 

 adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A = (N) since color operators 
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aree extensions of flat operators using a flat and symmetric structuring element. 
Erosionss and dilations are given by: 

(sf)(sf)rr(x)(x) = / \ {fr(y)} (6.10) 
yeN(x) yeN(x) 

(SfUx)(SfUx) = V ifriv)}  (6-11) 
yeN(x) yeN(x) 

Thesee equations are vectorial representations for flat structural erosion and di-
lationn of an image ƒ with r components. 

Thee computational complexity of the color watershed algorithm is equivalent to 
G(nG(n x k), where n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to 
bee processed and A; is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity. . 

6.4.44 Conclusion 
Thiss section described a number of morphological applications using the generic repre-
sentationn of the queue-based pattern. Instantiations of the queue-based pattern were 
presentedd in terms of basic building blocks which characterizes the generic pattern, 
namelyy the iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. In this pattern, the iterator 
iss the essential element, since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off  pixels in the image by means of the wavefront propagation interpretation. 

Tablee 6.3 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. An evaluation is made in terms of the suitability of the queue-based 
patternn in the design and implementation of these operators. The queue-based pattern 
iss applicable for operators that relies on the total ordering of the image data and on 
thee wavefront propagation. 

6.55 Queue-based Pattern Implementation 

Thee queue-based pattern may be used whenever a morphological operator can be 
implementedd using a wavefront propagation interpretation from a set of seeds or 
markers.. This operator is geared towards efficiency since relevant pixels that actually 
contributee for the output results are processed only once. 

Figuree 6.15 shows an specific application of the queue-based pattern in SCIL-Image 
usingg C. The generic representation for the queue-based pattern is made of: 

 iterator : iterators are used in the data-driven propagation step to process only 
thee relevant pixels that need to be used to compute the neighborhood operations 
forr every pixel in the priority queue; 

 pixel lattice: an specific pixel lattice representation for integer typed images 
iss used, represented by C = ([0,255], <, V? Ai 255,0); 
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Figur ee 6.15 Queue-based specific algorithmic implementation of grey-scale water-
shedss in SCIL-Image. 

i n tt watersheds(IMAGE* input,IMAGE* marker,IMAGE* ou tpu t , i nt connect iv i ty) 

c c 

i n tt ZERO; 

/ // i n i t i a l i z a t i on 

f o r ( ii  = l ; i < mwidth - 1; i++){ 
fo r ( jj  = l ; j < mheight - 1; j++){ 

11 = j * mwidth + i ; 

i ff  (mdataCl] != OX 
fo r ( rr = 0; r < connect iv i ty; r++){ 

ZEROO = FALSE; 
pos i t i onn = 1 + n [ r ] ; 
i f (( ( mdata[pos] == 0) && ( mdata[pos] != BORDER) ){ 

ZEROO = TRUE; 
break; ; 

} } 
} } 
if(ZERO){ { 

i p . p u t ( l,, i n_da ta [ l ] , 0, count++); 
q .enq( ip ); ; 

} } 
} } 

> > 
} } 

/ // da ta-dr iven propagation 

wh i le (!!  (q .emptyO)H 
opp = q . t opQ ; q.deqQ ; 
p_addd = op.get 0 ; 
f o r ( rr = 0; r < connect iv i ty; r++){ 

pposs = p_add + n [ r ] ; 
i f (( (mdata[ppos] == 0) && (mdata[ppos] != BORDER) ){ 

mdataCppos]]  = mdata[p_add] ; 
op.put(ppos,, in_data[ppos] , 0, count++); 
q.enq(op); ; 

> > 
} } 

> > 

} } 

 adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A = (TV) since algorithms us-
ingg the wavefront propagation interpretation are extensions of flat morphology, 
usingg flat and symmetric structuring elements. 

Thiss section has shown the use of the generic queue-based pattern by applying it 
too an specific implementation of grey-scale watersheds using the SCIL-Image software 
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package.. Note that the theoretical representation of the generic pattern is preserved 
intoo practice. 

6.66 Discussion and Conclusions 

Itt was recognized in this chapter that some algorithms share a certain number of 
characteristics,, which are listed as follows: total ordering relation, queue-based data 
structure,, two-step algorithms, wavefront propagation, iteration until stability, and 
originn included in the support. An algorithm that has these characteristics is termed 
aa queue-based algorithm. The set of characteristics serves as a basis to provide a 
genericc representation for queue-based algorithms. 

AA generic representation for queue-based algorithms utilizes wavefront propaga-
tion.. It implies that the action of the morphological operator is closely associated 
withh the notion of connectivity and is based on a kind of growing process, where the 
informationn is propagated through the image. Two possible generic representations 
forr queue-based algorithms were introduced in order to describe the queue-based pat-
tern.. These representations are characterized whether the data-driven propagation is 
embeddedd or not in the initialization step. 

Thee generic pattern was used to characterize morphological queue-based operators 
fromm its mathematical representation into practice. The queue-based pattern was 
constructedd in order to provide flexibility  in terms of requirements for queue-based 
algorithmss and govern their effective implementation. 

Itt has been discussed that generic programming approach might be applied to 
morphologicall  image operators based on wavefront propagation like contour process-
ingg methods, morphological reconstruction, and watersheds. Generic programming 
toolss as STL applies a more evolutionary and experimental approach to morphological 
algorithmm development. The proposed queue-based pattern enhances morphological 
algorithmm reuse. 
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Tablee 6.3 Table containing an evaluation in terms of the suitability of the queue-
basedd pattern in the design and implementation of morphological image operators. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee fillin g 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Queue-basedd Pattern 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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